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1st Online Congress
08:50 Opening Remarks – Shai Luria, Chairman ISSH, Paul Sagiv, Congress chair

09:00 Cooperation between FESSH and the Israeli Society for Surgery of the Hand

Daniel Herren, Secretary General, Federation of European Societies for Surgery of the Hand

LIVE

09:30 Modeling the STT joint

Ronit Wollstein
NYU Langone School of Medicine, NY  ronitwollstein@gmail.com

09:40 Scaphoid Fracture Displacement is Not Correlated with Fracture Angle

Ophir Aruse1, Igor Immerman1,2, Omar Badir1, Madi El Haj1, Ido Volk1, Sereen Abuful1, Yonatan Schwarze1, Shai Luria1

1Orthopedic Surgery, Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem  ShaiL@hadassah.org.il
2Orthopedic Surgery, University of California San Francisco, CA, USA

09:50 Effectiveness of Distal Nerve Transfers for Claw Correction with Proximal Ulnar Nerve Lesions

Amir Arami1, Jayme Bertelli2
1Hand Surgery, Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan
2Center of Biological and Health Sciences, Department of Neurosurgery, University of the South of Santa Catarina (Unisul), Tubarão, SC, Brazil

dr.amirarami@gmail.com

10:00 Treatment of Scaphoid fractures

Ruby Grewal, Western University Roth McFarlane Hand & Upper Limb Centre, London, Ontario

10:30 Hyaluronic Acid injection for Chronic Tennis Elbow: a prospective, randomized, blinded trial with one year of follow-up

Gershon Zinger1, Alexander Bregman1, Ibeck Sharipov1, Oren Sarig1, Ori Safrian1, Shaul Beyth2

1Orthopedic Surgery, Hand Unit, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem  gershonzinger@gmail.com
2Orthopedic Surgery, Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem

10:40 Keeping the Finger on the Pulse – Cardiac Arrhythmias in Hand Surgery Using Local Anesthesia with Adrenaline

Uri Farkash1, Amir Herman2, Ohad Segal2, Amir Cohen3, Avishag Laish-Farkash1  urifarkash@gmail.com

1Hand Surgery Unit, Assuta Ashdod University Medical Center, and Faculty of Health Sciences, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva
2Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Assuta Ashdod University Medical Center, and Faculty of Health Sciences, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva
3Electrophysiology and Pacing Unit, Cardiology Department, Assuta Ashdod University Medical Center, and Faculty of Health Sciences, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva


Jae-Man Kwak1, Dani Rotman1,2, Jorge Rojas Lievano1, Mingqiang Xue1, Shawn W. O’Driscoll1

1Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota, U.S.A.
2Division of Orthopaedic Surgery, Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Sackler Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv  danirotman@gmail.com

11:00 Coping with “burnout” in medical staff

Dror Dolphin, Deputy director general, Soroka MC, Beer Sheva

LIVE

11:30 The Gantzer Transfer – Assessment of the Feasibility of Using the Nerve supplying the Gantzer Muscle for Supercharging End to Side (SETS) of the Ulnar Nerve.

Tomer Keidan
University of Florida  Tomerkeidan@gmail.com
11:40 Common Peroneal Nerve (CPN) Dynamic Decompression, Anatomical Landmarks and Surgical Outcome
Madi El Haj, Ayman Khoury, Shawar Munther, Ido Volk, Sofia Vorobeitchik, Shai Luria
Orthopedic Surgery, Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem
ayma@hadassah.org.il

11:50 External Thermoplastic Rings Restore Near-Normal Flexor Tendon Biomechanics Following Venting of Pulleys
Assaf Kadar, Mohammad M. Haddara, Stacy Fan, Shrikant Chinchalkar, Louis M. Ferreira, Nina Suh
Roth McFarlane Hand and Upper Limb Center, Western University, London, Ontario, Canada
assafkadar@hotmail.com

12:00 Complex distal radius fractures.
Jesse Jupiter, Massachusetts General MC, Boston, MA

12:50 Seasonal Trends in Upper Extremity Trauma
Kriger Yuval, Amiram Sagi, Layalee Abu Nasser
Plastic Surgery, Orthopedic Surgery Dep, Soroka Medical Center, Beer Sheva
layalee.sh@gmail.com

13.00 - 13.30 Break

13:40 Osteocapsular Arthroplasty for Elbow Contracture – Long-Term Results
Dani Rotman1,2, Jorge Rojas Lievano1, Jae-Man Kwak1, Colin O’Driscoll1, Shawn W. O’Driscoll1
1Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota, U.S.A.
2Division of Orthopaedic Surgery, Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Sackler Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv
danirotman@gmail.com

13:50 Wrinkle Test after Complete Digital Nerve Laceration – What is the Optimum Time?
Guy Rubin, Shahwan Ahmad, Nimrod Rozen guytalr@bezeqint.net
Orthopaedic Surgery, Emek Medical Center, Afula

14:00 Critical Thinking for Management of PIP Joint Injuries
Karen Schultz, Director of Rocky Mountain Hand Therapy, Edwards, CO, USA

14:20 The Management of Trigger Finger: A Retrospective 5-Year Chart Review
Reuven Lexier
Toronto Western Hospital
reuen1@on.aibn.com

14:30 High Radial Nerve Injury – Nerve Transfer vs Nerve Decompression. The Role of Intraoperative Electrical Diagnostic studies on Decision Making
Madi El-Haj, Sofia Vorobeitchik, Ido Volk, Munther Shawar, Ayman Khoury, Shai Luria
Orthopedic Surgery, Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem
ayma@hadassah.org.il

14:40 Radial Head Prosthetic Replacement In Adolescents– A Report of Five Cases
Dani Rotman1,2, Jorge Rojas Lievano1, Jae-Man Kwak1, Shawn W. O’Driscoll1
1Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota, U.S.A.
2Division of Orthopaedic Surgery, Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Sackler Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv
danirotman@gmail.com

14:50 Obliteration of the Scalene Triangle on Sagittal MRI is Correlated with Intraoperative Compressive Findings of the Brachial Plexus and Subclavian Artery in Patients With Neurogenic Thoracic Outlet Syndrome (NTOS)
Ori Wald1, Amit Korah1, Ido Volk1, Sofia Vorobeitchik2, Nurith Hiller1, Shai Luria1, Madi El-Haj2
1Thoracic Surgery, Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem
2Orthopedic Surgery, Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem
madielhaj@hadassah.org.il

15:00 Techniques I No Longer Do
Karen Schultz, Director of Rocky Mountain Hand Therapy, Edwards, CO, USA

Closing Remarks